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The STL provides iterators for every container. There are different iterators for different containers, but they are hierarchical - a more complex iterator still has all the functionality of the simple iterators below it.
Input/Output iterators are the simplest and least powerful iterators. Input iterators read values from a container while Output iterators write to a container. These iterators are *single-pass* - you cannot go back and re-iterate over values that you have already passed over.
Forward, Bi-directional, and Random Access Iterators

Forward iterators can iterate over a range and, unless they are const iterators, modify the value they are pointing to. Bi-directional Iterators can, on top of that, iterate backwards. Random Access iterators can access any element in a container (skipping over a range) by applying an offset.
Algorithms over a container will use the iterators associated with the same container. An algorithm that requires X type of iterator will still work if given an iterator that is more powerful; e.g. if a bi-directional iterator is needed, a random-access iterator (which is more powerful) will work as well.
Non-modifying Algorithms

As the name implies, these algorithms do not modify the containers they iterate over.

e.g. count:

```cpp
int count(InputIterator first,
          InputIterator last,
          const T& value)
```

will count the number of elements in the range equal to value.
Modifying Algorithms will insert (or overwrite) values in the destination container, depending on the type of destination iterator (e.g. an outputIterator vs. a backInserterIterator).

```
OutputIterator copy (InputIterator first,
    InputIterator last,
    OutputIterator result);
// can change OutputIterator to a BackInserterIterator
```
Sometimes, you may want to iterate over multiple containers in lock-step, e.g. to see if two arrays are equal, add their values together, etc.

```cpp
template <class InputIterator1, class InputIterator2>
bool equal ( InputIterator1 first1,
           InputIterator1 last1,
           InputIterator2 first2 );
```
Trouble

You can get in trouble if you aren’t careful with your iterators. The “range” of the second container is assumed to be equal to the range of the first (which is why e.g. in equal above, there is no iterator last2). If the second container is larger, this is mostly harmless. However, if the first container is larger, you will end up reading memory you shouldn’t be reading from the second container, which leads to unpredictable/undefined behaviour.

The same is true for the destination range (for functions like transform) - if it is not large enough, you may end up overwriting memory you shouldn’t be changing.
replace_copy_if copies the elements in the range \([\text{first}, \text{last})\) to the range beginning at result, replacing those for which \text{pred} returns true.

```cpp
std::vector<int> v{5, 7, 4, 2, 8, 6, 1, 9, 0, 3};
std::replace_copy_if(v.begin(), v.end(),
    std::ostream_iterator<int>(std::cout, " "),
    [](int n){return n > 5;}, 99);
std::cout << std::endl;
```
for_each will take a function and apply that function to a range.

```c++
void Double(int &x){x = 2*x;}

vector<int> nums{1,2,3,4,5};
for_each(nums.begin(), nums.end(), Double);
// doubles all values in nums
```
transform will take a function, apply it to a range, and then store the result into a destination.

```cpp
text Double(int x){return 2 * x;}

vector<int> nums{1,2,3,4,5};
vector<int> newNums{0,0,0,0,0};
transform(nums.begin(),
    nums.end(),
    newNums.begin(),
    Double);
// doubles all values in nums, stores result in newNums
```
A functor is an object with an overloaded operator(), which allows the algorithms library to use it as a function.

class divisibleBy{
    int modulo_;

public:
    divisibleBy(int d): modulo_(d) {}  
    bool operator() (int n) {return (n%modulo_==0;)}
};

divisibleBy DBobject(3);
cout << DBobject(7) << endl;
Motivation for Lambda

When we have to declare a function (or a class) to be used with algorithms - we have to write a function definition for a function we might only use once. This isn’t the most elegant thing in the world: equivalent to

```cpp
string t = "tutorials are fun!";
cout << t << endl;
```

as opposed to

```cpp
cout << "tutorials are fun!" << endl;
```

Lambda Functions follow the same logic. You can declare an in-line, anonymous function exactly where you need to use it, and then forget about it (i.e. you don’t pollute the namespace.)
Lambda Functions

Lambda functions look like this:

\[
\text{[ capture list ] ( param list ) -> return type}
\]
\[
\quad \{ \text{function body } \};
\]

The capture list is the set of local variables to “copy over” into the lambda function.
The return type of a function can be inferred (compilers are smart).
By default, a “captured” variable is copied, and so doesn’t change within the lambda function. They can, however, be captured by reference with “&”, in the same way parameters can be passed-by-reference.
If you’re declaring a lambda as part of a class’ member function, the lambda by default can’t access that class’ members, even if you put those members in the capture list.
To get around this, you can put this in the capture list.
In some cases you may want to give a lambda function a name (this is useful so that you can, for example, define a function inside of another function).

```cpp
auto fn_name = [ capture list ]
  ( params )
  -> return type
  { function body }
```
char* v[] = {"Hello!", "World!"};
int repeats = 3;

// Use lambda function to print "Hello"
// in "repeats" times followed by "World" in "repeats" times
int nums[] = {11, 13, 17, 29, 173, 2015};
int modulo = 3;
// Use lambda function to divide each element by "modulo"
// store the result in nums
Another Lambda Function Example

vector <accountant> emps {{Josh, 2100.0}, {Kate, 2900.0}, {Rose, 1700.0}};
const auto lower_limit = 1600.0;
const auto upper_limit = 1.5*min_wage;

//report the first accountant who has a salary that is within specific range
Bind is an adapter that changes the signature of a function, so that it can be used in places it otherwise wouldn’t. Typically, this is done if you have:

- an algorithm that needs a function
- a function you want to use that takes too many arguments
What’s the output?

```cpp
void f(int n1, int n2, int n3, int n4) {
    cout << n1 << ' ' << n2 << ' ' << n3 << ' ' << n4 << endl;
}
using namespace std::placeholders;
int n = 7;
auto f1 = std::bind(f, _3, 42, n, _1);
f1(1, 2, 1001, 1007);
```
Because Bind creates a functor, by default you can’t modify passed-in variables (even if they are passed by reference.) Technically, this modifies what’s inside the functor - which typically isn’t all that useful.

```c
void add10 (int &x) {
    x = x+10;
}
bind(add10, y); // doesn’t change y
```
void add10 (int &x) {
    x = x+10;
}
bind(add10, ref(y)); // DOES change y! hooray!
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